
Classical theorems of probability on Gelfand pairs 3Khinchin theorems and Cramer theoremP! Graczyk and C! R! E! Raja AbstractWe prove the Khinchin,s Theorems for following Gelfand pairs 7G!K8 sat9isfying a condition 7;8< 7a8 G is connected= 7b8 G is almost connected andAd 7G#M8 is almost algebraic for some compact normal subgroup M = 7c8 Gadmits a compact open normal subgroup= 7d8 7G!K8 is symmetric and G is A9root compact= 7e8 G is a Zariski9connected p9adic algebraic group= 7f8 compactextension of unipotent algebraic groups= 7g8 compact extension of connectednilpotent groupsE In factG condition 7;8 turns out to be necessary and suHcientfor K9biinvariant measures on aforementioned Gelfand pairs to be HungarianEWe also prove that Cramer,s theorem does not hold for a class of Gaussians onCompact Gelfand pairsEKEY WORDS Locally compact groups- Lie groups- algebraic groups- Gelfand pairs- proba5bility measures and factorization theorem- Khinchin9s central limit theorem- limit theorem- Cramertheorem and anti5indecomposable measures- in;nite divisibility and embedding= IntroductionA classical theorem of Khinchin known as Khinchin factorization theorem which wewould call Khinchin4s 5rst theorem says that any probability measure on R can bewritten as a countable product of indecomposable measures 9possibly in5nite: anda probability measure without indecomposable factors; Khinchin4s factorization the<orem was extended to all commutative Hausdor@ metrizable groups by Ruzsa andSzekely 9see DRSE:; In DRSE Khinchin4s factorization for measures on abelian Hausdor@groups is achieved by proving that the semigroup of probability measures on suchgroups form a 5rst countable Hungarian semigroup; The notion of Hungarian semi<groups was introduced by Ruzsa and Szekely and it was studied in DRSE; It is shownin DRSEH that any element in a 5rst countable Hungarian semigroup is a countable >??> Mathematics Subjects Classi;cationCprimaryD EEAEG- HIAGJ- KGB>J and KGF>NsecondaryD EEEIG- EEEIJ and HIAPJ= I



product of indecomposable elements 0possibly in2nite3 and an anti4indecomposableelement5 It is shown in 9R; that semigroup of K4biinvariant probability measures onreal or p4adic reductive symmetric spaces is a Hungarian semigroup and hence thefactorization theorem holds for such semigroups5Another classical theorem of Khinchin which we would call KhinchinBs secondtheorem says that any antiindecomposable measure on R is in2nitely divisible5 Thisresult was extended to many other groups by various authors5 In 9RS;F KhinchinBssecond theorem is also proved for anti4indecomposable measures on 2rst countableabelian HausdorG groups by showing that semigroup of measures on such groupsform a normable Hungarian semigroup5At this point we would like to note that Delphic semigroup is another approachto prove the KhinchinBs Theorems for abelian semigroup5 It has been proved in 9GK;that the semigroup of measures on noncompact symmetric spaces form a Delphicsemigroup but it can easily be seen that measures on compact symmetric spaces donot form a Delphic semigroup 0see 9GK; for de2nition of Delphic semigroup35The study of probability questions on Gelfand pairs has been initiated by Letacin 9Le; and by Heyer in 9HeN; and 9HeO; where the author proves the Khinchin typefactorization result for some class of Gelfand pairs5In this article we attempt to prove KhinchinBs Theorems for measures on Gelfandpairs5 In section O we introduce the concept of Gelfand pair and we also prove somepreliminary results which are needed in the succeeding sections to prove KhinchinBsTheorems5 In the section K we prove results on factor compactness which are neededin proving KhinchinBs Theorems5 In section PF we prove KhinchinBs Theorems forconnected Gelfand pairs5 In sections Q and RF we prove KhinchinBs Theorems forcertain Gelfand pairs which include discrete groups and doubly transitive groups andp4adic algebraic groups5One of the axioms of Hungarian semigroup is that the set of factors of an elementis compact modulo the group of units5 Some applications of this type of factorcompactness in analysis and arithmetic of probability measures are limit theoremsand embedding of in2nitely divisible measuresT see 9S; and 9Te; for more detailson limit theorems on general locally compact groups5 In section U we obtain limittheorems for measures on certain Gelfand pairs and we also obtain the embeddabilityof in2nitely divisible meausres on certain Gelfand pairsT the embedding problem forgeneral groups are studied by various authors 0see 9Mc;35One more classical theorem of Khinchin which we would call KhinchinBs third the4orem says that in2nitesimal limits are in2nitely divisible5 This result was extendedby Ruzsa and Szekely to abelian metrizable groups such that the set of charactersseparates points of the groups by showing that the semigroup of probability measureson such groups form a stable normable Hungarian semigroup 0see 9RS;35 In the sec4tion W we prove the normability which in turn proves second and third theorems ofKhinchin for Gelfand pairs5In section X we discuss Gaussian measures on compact Gelfand pairs and proveO



that Gaussian measures are not in the class of anti/indecomposable measures3 Thisin particular implies that Gaussian measures on certain compact Gelfand pairs donot satisfy Cram7er theorem8 Cram7er theorem says that Gaussian measures on realshave only Gaussian factors and Cram7er theorem was generalized to abelian groups byvarious authors =see >Fe@A and to symmetric spaces of non/compact type by Graczyk=see >GC@A3 While proving this we obtain a class of measures which have indecompos/able factors3 In the last section we make some remarks on central limit theorems ofLindeberg/Feller type for probabilities on Gelfand pairs3 PreliminariesLet G be a locally compact second countable group and K be a compact subgroup ofG3 Then we say that the pair =G"KA is a Gelfand pair if the convolution semigroupPK=GA of all K/biinvariant probability measures on G is a commutative semigroupGsee >BJR@K >F@K >GV@ and >MV@ for more on harmonic analysis on Gelfand pairs3 For anyprobability measure #K S=#A denotes the support of # and for any compact subgroupM of GK &M denotes the normalized Haar measure on M 3Examples ()* For any locally compact abelian group G and any compact subgroupK of GK =G"KA is Gelfand3(+* Semigroup of probability measures on a real reductive group G that are K/biinvariant for a maximal compact subgroup K of G is commutative and hencethe pair =G"KA is a Gelfand pair =see >R@A3(,* The semigroup of probability measures on the Euclidean motion group G thatare SO=nA/biinvariant is commutative and hence =G"SO=nAA is a Gelfand pair3Proposition +3) Let G be a locally compact second countable group and K be acompact subgroup of G4 Then the following are equivalent:;4 =G"KA is a Gelfand pair<=4 for any x" y ! G> KxKyK R KyKxK<?4 for any x" y ! G> xy ! KyKxK<@4 the algebra L K=GA of KAbiinvariant integrable functions on G is a commutativealgebra4Proof One may prove that =TA implies =CA by considering theK/biinvariant measures&K,x&K and &K,y&K K for x" y ! G and that =CA implies =UA is obvious3U



We now prove ()* implies (/*0 We 1rst prove that ()* implies G is unimodular0Let m be a left invariant Haar measure on G0 Let U be a compact neighbourhood ofe such that KUK = U 0 Then for g  G?m(Ug* = R &U(xg*dx= R &E(gkx*dx (k depends on x*= R &U(x*dx (ydx = dx+ y  G and KUK = U*= m(U*This proves that G is unimodular0 The rest of the proof of ()* implies (/* is quitesimilar to Theorem A0AB of CBJRG0The implication (/* implies (A* follows from the existence of approximate identitysequence in L K(G* (see Lemma A0J0K of CGVG or Theorem B0B0BK of of CBHG*0Thus? the above result says that our de1nition of Gelfand pair agrees with theclassical notion of Gelfand pair0 We now prove that Gelfand pair property preservesquotients0Proposition ()( Let (G+K* be a Gelfand pair and H be a normal subgroup of G2Let M = KH/K2 Then (G/H+M* is also a Gelfand pair2Proof Let x+ y  G0 Since (G+K* is a Gelfand pair? by Proposition B0A? xy  KyKxK? that is there exist k ? k! and k" such that xy = k yk!xk"0 This implies thatxHyH  k HyHk!HxHk"H0 Again by Proposition B0A? (G/H+M* is also a Gelfandpair0In this article we attempt to prove all three theorems of Khinchin for Gelfandpairs0 This is achieved by applying the Hungarian semigroup theoryS see CRG andCRSG for more details on KhinchinTs theorems and Hungarian semigroups0Let S be a commutative HausdorU semigroup with identity e0 Let ! be a relationde1ned on S for x+ y  S? byx ! y" x = ry and y = sxfor some r+ s  S0 Any two elements x and y of S are said to be associates if x ! y0An element u of S is called unit of S if it is invertible in S0 Let S be the quotientsemigroup corresponding to the relation ! and 4SS # S be the canonical quotientmap (this notation is followed throughout the article*0 We say that the semigroup Sis Hungarian if it satis1es the following propertiesS(HVA* the set of associate pairs is a closed subset of S $ SW(HVB* if x and y are associates? then x = uy for some unit u in SW(HV)* the set of divisors (factors* of any element in S is compact0/



For any two subsets A and B of S and any s$ t  S. let us write At ! sB if for anya  A. there exists a b  B such that a 4 sb and b 4 ta5 A Hungarian semigroup Sis called uniformly Hungarian if for any s$ t  S and subsets A and B of S such thatAs ! tB there exist units u and v in S such that Au ! vB5 The notion of uniformlyHungarian semigroup was introduced by A5 Zempl=eni in >Z? to study the heredity ofHun and Hungarian semigroups5A sequence AxnB in a topological spaceX is said to be relatively compact or boundedif it is contained in a compact subset of X5We Drst prove following elementary results that are needed in proving the mainresults5 First of such results characterizes all units in the semigroup of probabilitymeasures on Gelfand pairs5Proposition ()* Let G be a locally compact group and K be a compact subgroup ofG5 Suppose . and / are K7biinvariant probability measures on G such that /. 4./ 4 0K 5 Then . 4 x0K for some x in NAKB: the normalizer of K5 Suppose AG$KBis a Gelfand pair and S is the semigroup of K7biinvariant probability measures on G5Then . is a unit in S if and only if . 4 x0K for some x  NAKB5Proof Let . and / be KIbiinvariant probability measures on G such that. " / 4 0K 4 / " .2This implies that SA.BSA/B # SA/BSA.B $ Kand hence for any g  SA/B. .g is a left KIinvariant probability measure supportedon K5 Thus. .g 4 0K 5 Since SA.B $ Kg  . we have 0Kx 4 0Kg  for all x  SA.B5Thus. . 4 0Kxfor any x  SA.B5 Similarly we may prove that. 4 x0Kfor all x  SA.B5 This implies that x0Kx  4 0Kand hence x  NAKB5 Second part of the proposition follows from the fact that anymeasure of the form x0K. for x  NAKB is KIbiinvariant and x  0K is the inverse ofx0K5The following lemma is very useful and used often in the sequel without evenreferring to it5 K



Lemma $%& Let G be a locally compact group and K be a compact subgroup of G2Suppose  G"K! is a Gelfand pair2 Then any compact subgroup M containing K isnormalized by N K!9 the normalizer of K and  G"M! is also a Gelfand pair2Proof Let x  N K!% Then x&K and &Kx  are K,biinvariant probability mea,sures% Since  G"K! is a Gelfand pair; this implies that&xMx  < x&K&M&Kx  < &Mx&Kx  < &M&K < &M 'Thus; xMx  < M % The second part of the theorem follows from the fact thatM ,biinvariant probability measures are also K,biinvariant%The next lemma determines when the semigroup of probability measures on aGelfand pair satis@es  H,B!%Lemma $%$ Let G be a locally compact group and K be a compact subgroup of G2 LetS be the semigroup of all K:biinvariant probability measures on G2 Suppose  G"K!is a Gelfand pair2 For any subgroup H of G9 N H! denotes the normalizer of H inG2 Then the following are equivalent?@2 AH:CD holds for SEC2 for every compact subgroupM of G containing K and x  G such that xKx  !M 9 we have x  N K!M EF2 for every compact subgroup M of G containing K9 N M! < N K!M 2Proof Suppose S satis@es  H,B!% LetM be a compact subgroup of G containing K%Suppose x  G is such that K and xKx  !M'  i!Consider + < &M and , < &K-x&M '  ii!Then + and , are in S% Let. < &K-x&K and .! < &K-x  &K 'Then . " .!  S and by  i! we get that, < &K-x&M < &K-x&K&M < . +and + < &M < &K&M < &K-x  &K-x&M < .!,'D



Thus$  and ! are associates. Then  / u! for some unit u in S. By Proposition 6.7$ / u! / g%K! / g!for some g  N8K9. Thus$ by substituting 8ii9$ we have%K)x%M / g%Mand hence KxM / gM for some g  N8K9. This implies that x  gM ! N8K9M .This proves that 8?9 implies 869.Suppose 869 holds. Let M be a compact subgroup of G containing K. ThenxKx  ! xMx  /Mfor all x  N8M9 and hence by assumption x  N8K9M for all x  N8M9. Thisimplies that N8M9 ! N8K9M . Since K !M $ N8K9 normalizesM $ that is N8K9 !N8M9. Thus$ N8M9 / N8K9M . This proves that 869 implies 879.Suppose for every compact subgroup M of G containing K$ we have N8M9 /N8K9M . We now prove that S satisDes 8HF69. Let !$  $ - and -! be in S. Suppose! / -  and  / -!!.Then ! / - -!!and hence by Theorem ?.6.G of HHeI$ S8- 9S8-!9 ! fg  G j g! / ! / !gg /M $ say.Since ! is KFbiinvariant$ K !M . Replacing -i by %M % -i$ for i/?$6$ if necessary wemay assume that -i % %M / -i$ for i / ?/ 6. Then we have$- -! / %M / -!- .By Proposition 6.7$ -i / xi%M for some xi  N8M9 for i / ?/ 6. This implies thatxi  N8K9M /MN8K9 for i / ?/ 6. This implies that -i / gi%M for some gi  N8K9for i / ?/ 6. Thus$ ! / g  for g  N8K9. This proves that 879 implies 8?9.We say that a pair 8G/K9 consisting of a locally compact group G and a compactsubgroup K of G satis$es condition *+, if 869 or 879 of Lemma 6.6 is satisDed. Thus$ aGelfand pair 8G/K9 satisDes condition 8L9 if and only if the semigroup ofKFbiinvariantprobability measures on G satisDes 8HF69. We will see that this condition plays a vitalrole in proving KhinchinNs Theorems.It is easy to see that when K is a maximal compact subgroup$ condition 8L9 issatisDed. It is also easy to see that 8G/K9 satisDes condition 8L9 whenG is a connectedLie group and K is a maximal torus which may be seen as followsQ suppose M is acompact group containingK$ then for x  N8M9$ xKx  / mKm  for somem  Mand hence N8M9 / N8K9M . Also if there exists a compact group L contained in KG



such that &G!L' satis)es condition &.'/ then &G!K' also satis)es condition &.' whichfollows from the equation thatN&M' 6 N&L'M 6 N&L'KM 6 N&K'Mfor any compact subgroup M containing K;We now prove that the Gelfand pair &G!K' satis)es the condition &.' when G&Kis a compact Riemannian symmetric space; We )rst observe the following@Proposition ()* Let G&K be an irreducible Riemannian symmetric space1 Then Kis a maximal proper compact connected subgroup of G1Proof Let H be a compact connected subgroup of G containing K properly; LetG!K and H be the Lie algebras of G/ K and H respectively/ with G 6 K #P; SinceG&K is irreducible/ Ad &K' acts irreducibly on the subspace P where Ad is the adjointrepresentation of G on its Lie algebra G; Since H contains K/ the subspace H % Pis a Ad &K'Einvariant subspace of P and hence H% P 6 &F' or P; This implies thatH 6 K or H 6 G; This proves the proposition;Lemma ()0 Let G&K be a compact Riemannian symmetric space1 Then the Gelfandpair &G!K' satis9es the condition :;<1Proof Let &G!K' be a compact Riemannian symmetric pair; Let HG be the simplyconnected covering of G and p@ HG & G be the covering map of G; Let HK 6 p  &K';Let M be a compact subgroup of G containing K such that xKx  ' M for somex ( G; We now claim that x ( N&K'M ; Let HG ! HG!! ) ) ) ! HGm be )nite set of simpleLie subgroups of G such thatG 6 HG * HG! * ) ) ) * HGm*Now for each i/ J + i + m/ there exists a compact subgroup HKi of HG such that HGi& HKiis a irreducible Riemannian symmetric space andHK 6 HK * HK! * ) ) ) * HKm*Now let HM 6 p  &M'; Then by Proposition M;N/ we haveHM" 6 HK * ) ) ) * HKr * HGr# * ) ) ) * HGrfor some r/ F + r + m where HM" is the connected component of identity in M ; Nowlet y 6 &x ! x!! ) ) ) ! xm' be in p  &x'; Since HK is connected/ we have that y HKy  andHK are contained in HM"; This implies that xi HKix  i ' HKi/ for J + i + r and hence sinceHK is a connected Lie group/ we have xi ( N& HKi'/ for J + i + r; This implies thaty ( N& HK' HM and hence p  &x' ' N& HK' HM ; Thus/ x ( p&N& HK' HM' 6 p&N& HK''M 'N&K'M ; This proves condition &.' for any compact Riemannian symmetric space;O



Remark The following gives an example of a Gelfand pair which does not satisfythe condition 6789 Let Q be the additive group of =>adic integers and j!j be the =>adicnorm on Q 9 Let L ? fx # Q j jxj ? @g9 Let K be the subgroup of automorphismsgenerated by the automorphism x %& 'x9 Let G be the semidirect product of Kand Q 9 Let x! # Q be such that x! (# L but =x! # L9 Then the semigroup ofall K>biinvariant probability measures on G is isomorphic to the semigroup of allsymmetric probability measures on Q 9 ThusA 6G$K8 is a Gelfand pair9 Let M bethe compact subgroup of G generated by L and K9 Then since =x! # LA it is easy tosee that x! normalizesM 9 Since N6K8 ? K and x! (# M A we get that N6K8M ?Mis a proper subgroup of N6M89 ThusA 6G$K8 is a Gelfand pair which does not satisfythe condition 6789We now present various types of Hungarian semigroups which are useful in provingthe heredity of Hungarian semigroups and limit theorems9 For any subset C of asemigroup P A let TC be the set of all factors of elements of C9 Let *GS & S denotethe canonical quotient map9 A Hungarian semigroup S is called stable if for everycompact set C of S A TC is compact9 A Hungarian semigroup S is called divisioncompact if for any two compact subsets C and L of SA the set C,L ? fs # S jthere exists a l # L$ sl # Cg is compact9 It is shown in KRSM that the semigroup ofall compact>regular probability measures on an abelian HausdorN topological groupG is a stable division compact Hungarian semigroup 6see Chapter PA Theorem @9@ ofKRSM89A Hungarian semigroup S is called strongly stable if for any compact set C ofSA there is a compact set L of S such that *6TC8 ? *6L89 It should be noted thatstrongly stable Hungarian semigroups are stable9 A9 ZemplReni introduced the notionof strongly stable Hungarian semigroups in KZeM9 It is shown in KZeM that for a lo>cally compact Srst countable abelian group GA the semigroup P6P6! ! ! 6G8 ! ! !88 is astrongly stable division compact uniformly Hungarian semigroup with Prohorov prop>erty9 In KRMA it is proved that P6P6! ! ! 6S8 ! ! !88 is a strongly stable division compactuniformly Hungarian semigroup with Prohorov property when S is the semigroup ofK>biinvariant probability measures on a real reductive symmetric space9 Here weprove a similar result for certain Gelfand pairs9In order to achieve KhinchinVs second and third TheoremsA that is any anti>indecomposable measure or any inSnitesimal limit is inSnitely divisibleA Ruzsa andSzekely introduced the concept of normable Hungarian semigroups9 For any s in aHungarian semigroup SA deSne H6s8 as the maximal idempotent factor of s in S6see ==9@@ of KRSM for the existence of H6s889 A normable Hungarian semigroup is aHungarian semigroup S satisfying the condition that for every s # S that is not anassociate of an idempotentA there exists a map XsGTs & KY$*8 such thatXs6ab8 ? Xs6a8 Z Xs6b8 6p8for any a$ b # Ts with ab # TsA Xs6s8 3 Y and X is continuous at H6s8 where Ts isthe set of factors of s9 Any map satisfying condition 6p8 is called a partial homo4[



morphism It is proved +RS./ that the semigroup of probability measures on a locallycompact abelian group is a normable Hungarian semigroup Combining the Kendallhomomorphism of +G. with the results in +R./ we get that the semigroup of probabilitymeasures on a reductive symmetric space is a normable Hungarian semigroup In thenext sections we prove that the semigroup of KAbiinvariant probability measures onGelfand pairs is also normable Another application of normable stable Hungarian semigroup is the inCnite divisAibility of an inCnitesimal limit/ that is KhinchinDs third Theorem We will answer thisquestion aHrmatively in the section I  Factor compactnessThe following lemma is an important tool in proving the factor compactness which isuseful in establishing the strong stability and limit theoremsJ see +DM./ +DR. and +M.for results on factor compactness for measures on general locally compact groups Lemma $%& Let N be a connected nilpotent Lie group and A be a group acting on Nby automorphisms such that the induced action on the Lie algebra of N is semisimple4Let X be a subset of N such that for any sequence MxnN in X6 the sequenceMxn%Mx  n NNis relatively compact for every %  A4 Then for each x  X6 there exists ax and bxsuch that x O bxax(fbxgx!X is relatively compact and %MaxN O ax for all x  X and %  A4 In otherwords6 X is relatively compact in N)NA where NA denotes the group of all A<=xedpoints in N 4Proof Let LMNN be the Lie algebra of N  We Crst consider the case when N isabelian There is no loss of generality in assuming that N is a vector group Let Ube the subspace of LMNN consisting of all v  LMNN such thatd%MvN O vfor all %  A Then there exists a AAinvariant subspace W of LMNN such thatLMNN O U #W/Now for each x  X/ there are ax and bx in the exponential image of U and Wrespectively/ such that x O bxax/RS



Suppose fbxgx X is not relatively compact0 then there exists a sequence 4xn5 inX such that bn 6 bxn " ##Let Yn $ W be such that exp4Yn5 6 bn#Since exp is a di:eomorphism0 we haveYn " #and 4d'4Yn5% Yn5 is relatively compact for all ' $ A and henced'4 YnjjYnjj5% YnjjYnjj " =for all ' $ A where jj'jj is the Euclidean norm on L4N5? By passing to a subsequence0if necessary we may assume that YnjjYnjj " Yand hence Y is a nonzero vector in W such thatd'4Y 5 6 Yfor all ' $ A? This is a contradiction? This proves that fbxgx X is relatively compact?We now consider the general case? The rest of the proof is based on inductionon dimension of L4N5? Suppose dimension of L4N5 is one0 the result follows fromthe abelian case? Now let Z be the center of N and L4Z5 be the Lie algebra of Z?Since the action of A on L4N5 is semisimple0 there exists a AFinvariant subspace Wof L4N5 such that L4N5 6 L4Z5(W#Since N is nilpotent0 Z4N5 is of positive dimension0 now applying induction hypothFesis to N,Z4N5 yields that for each x $ X0 there are ax0 bx and zx such thatx 6 bxaxzxwhere axZ is Gxed by all elements of A0 zx is in Z for all x and fbxgx X is a relativelycompact subset of N ? Let exp be the exponential map of L4N5 into N ? Since N isa connected nilpotent Lie group0 by Theorem H?I?J of KVM0 exp is an onto map? SinceL4N5 6 L4Z5 NW 0 for each x $ X0 there exists a vx $ L4Z5 and wx $ W such thatexp4vx N wx5 6 axand hence0 since vx belongs to the center of the Lie algebra0 by Corollary P?JH?H ofKVM0 we have exp4wx5 exp4vx5 6 axJJ



for all x  X% Thus* for each x  X* replacing ax by ax exp4!vx5* we may assumethat ax  exp4W 5for all x  X%We now claim that ax is :xed by all elements of A% Let wx  W be such thatexp4wx5 = ax% Since axZ is :xed by elements of A* we have(4expq4wx @ L4Z55 = expq4wx @ L4Z55for all (  A where expq denotes the exponential map of the Lie group N+Z% SinceN is a connected nilpotent Lie group* expq is a diAeomorphism of the Lie algebraL4N5+L4Z5 onto N+Z 4see Theorem B%C%D of EVG5% This implies that(4wx @ L4Z55 = wx @ L4Z5for all (  A and hence (4wx5!wx  L4Z5for all (  A% Since wx  W which is an AHinvariant subspace* we have(4wx5!wx  W " L4Z5 = 4I5for all (  A% This implies that (4wx5 = wx for all (  A and hence(4ax5 = axfor all (  A and all x  X%Now for any sequence 4zxn5* and for each (  A*xn(4x  n 5 = bxnaxnzxn(4z  xn 5(4a  xn 5(4b  xn 5 = zxn(4z  xn 5bxn(4b  xn 5.This implies that 4fzxn(4z  xn 55 is relatively compact% Now the result follows from theabelian case%Lemma $%& Let U be a unipotent algebraic group and K be a compact group ofautomorphisms on U 3 Let X be a subset of U such that for any sequence 4xn5 in X6the sequence 4xn(4x  n 55 is relatively compact3 Then XUK is relatively compact inU+UK where UK is the group of all K:;xed points of U 3Proof Since U is a unipotent algebraic group* exponential is a diAeormorphism ofthe Lie algebra of U onto U % Since K is compact* the induced action of K on the Liealgebra of U is semisimple% Thus* one may prove the lemma by arguing as in LemmaB%L%The next result extends Lemma B%L* to connected solvable groups with a faithfulrepresentation and when the group of automorphisms is a compact connected group%LD



Lemma $%$ Let G be a connected solvable Lie group with a faithful representationand K be a compact connected group of automorphisms of G5 Suppose X is a subsetof G such that for every sequence  xn! in X9 the sequence  xn$ xn!  ! is relativelycompact for all $  K5 Then for each x  X9 there exist  bx! and  ax! in G such thatx " bxax'fbx j x  Xg is relatively compact and $ ax! " ax for all $  K and all x  X5Proof Let G be a connected solvable Lie group with a faithful representation7 Thenthere exists a compact connected abelian subgroup T of G and a simply connectednormal subgroup H of G such that G " TH  see <Ho>!7 Let N be the nilradical of Hand H be the Lie algebra of H7 Let H be the Lie subalgebra of H such thatH " fv  H j $ v! " v' for all k  Kg-Let H be the connected Lie subgroup of G corresponding to the subalgebra H 7Then H is a simply connected closed subgroup of H  see Theorem ?7@A7@B of <V>!and $ h! " h for all h  H and all $  K7 By LeptinEs Theorem  see <BJR>!HH " NH 7 Now the lemma follows from Lemma ?7@7We need the following lemmas which are quite useful in establishing the mainresult of this section7Lemma $%* Let G be a locally compact second countable group and K be a compactsubgroup of G5 Let  /n! be a sequence of automorphisms of G5 Suppose  /n 0K!! isa relatively compact sequence in P G!5 Then  /n k!! is a relatively compact sequencein G9 for all k  K5Proof Suppose  /n k!!! is not relatively compact for some k!  K7 Then by passMing to a subsequenceH if necessary we may assume that  /n k!!! has no convergentsubsequence and /n 0K! & 1  P G!7 Since each of /n 0K! is an idempotentH 1 isan idempotent and hence 1 " 0M for some compact subgroup M of G  see Theorem@7B7@N of <He>!7 Since G is second countableH P G! is metrizable7 Let  Ui! be a deMcreasing sequence of compact neighbourhoods of M 7 Since /n 0K! & 0M H for eachi ' @H there exists an ni such that0K /  ni  Ui!! 6 @( @Bi see <P>! and we may assume that ni 7 ni" for all i ' @7 LetB " )!m# *!i#m /  ni  Ui!-Then B is a Borel subset of G and0K G nB! , !Xi#m @Bi@?



for all m  %& This implies that !K/B0 1 %& Let b ! B& Then there exists a m  %such that $ni/b0 ! Ui for all i  m& Since /Ui0 is a decreasing sequence; we have$ni/b0 ! Um for all i  m and hence /$ni/b00 is relatively compact for all b ! B& Let Hbe the set of all k in K such that /$ni/k00 is relatively compact& Then H is a co@nullsubgroup of K& By Proposition B&% of CZiE; H 1 K& This implies that /$n/k 00 has aconvergent subsequence& This is a contradiction& Thus; we prove the lemma&We make the following observation which is essentially Lemma H&% of CDRE&Lemma $%& Let V be a %nite(dimensional algebra over real or p(adic %eld2 Let /$n0be a sequence of algebra automorphisms of V 2 Then there exists a subalgebra W of Vsuch that:2 W 1 fw ! V j /$n/w00 is bounded g and;2 if /$n/.00 is relatively compact for . ! P/V 0= then . is supported on W 2Proof Since V is of Knite@dimension; there exists a vector subspace W of V suchthat /$n/w00 is bounded if and only if w ! W & Now let . ! P/V 0 be such that /$n/.00is relatively compact& We now claim that the support of . is contained inW ; in otherwords; for each v ! S/.0; /$n/v00 is a bounded sequence& Suppose for some v ! V ;the sequence /$n/v00 is not bounded& Then there exists a subsequence /$kn0 of /$n0such that $kn/v0&' and $kn/.0 & 1for some 1 ! P/V 0& Then by Lemma H&% of CDRE; there exists a subspace W of Vsuch that /$kn/w00 converges for all w ! W and . is supported on W & This impliesin particular; that /$kn/v00 converges& This is a contradiction& Thus; v ! W & Thisproves the lemma&Proposition $%0 Let G be an almost connected Lie group and G is a semisimpleLie group2 Let K be a compact subgroup of G2 Suppose /G3K0 is a Gelfand pairand S is the semigroup of all K(biinvariant probability measures on G2 Let /.n0 be arelatively compact sequence in S and /4n0 be a seqeunce such that for each n  %= 4nis a factor of .n2 Then there exists a sequence /xn0 from the center of G such that/xn4n0 is realtively compact2Proof Since /.n0 is relatively compact; by Theorem %&H&H% of CHeE; there existsa sequence /gn0 in G such that /gn4n0 is relatively compact& Let Ad be the adjointrepresentation of G and let H 1 Ad /G0& Then H is a connected algebraic semisimplegroup& Thus; the center of H is Knite and H ( G8Z where Z is the center of G& ByProposition H&H; we have /H3KZ8Z0 is also a Gelfand pair& Let M be a maximalcompact subgroup of H containing KZ8Z& Then /H3M0 is a Gelfand pair& LetpQG & H be the cannonical quotient map& Then /p/.n0 ) !M 0 is relatively compactand p/4n0 ) !M is a factor of p/.n0 for all n  %& Then there exists a sequence /hn0%R



in H such that (hn"M  p($n)) and (p($n)  "Mhn) are relatively compact (see 3DM6)7This implies by Theorem :7;7;: of 3He6> that (hn"Mh  n ) and (h  n "Mhn) are relativelycompact7 By Cartan decomposition (see 3W6)> H B MAM for an abelian group Aand hence for each n ! :> there exist an " A and mn*m!n "M such that hn B mnam!n7This implies that (an"Ma  n ) and (a  n "Man) are relatively compact7 By Lemma F7G>(anka  n ) and (a  n kan) are relatively compact for all k "M 7 Let ,HH # GL(V ) be afaithful rational representation of H and W be the subalgebra of End (V ) generatedby H7 For each n ! :> deKne 1nHW # W by 1n(w) B anwa  n 7 Then by Lemma F7L>there exists a subalgebraW! ofW such that (1n(w)) is relatively compact if and only ifw " W!7 Since A is abelian and (anka  n ) is relatively compact for all k "M > we haveKA $ W!7 Since H B MAM > we have H $ W!7 Since H generates W > W B W! andhence (1n) is relatively compact in End (W )7 Since (a  n kan) is relatively compact> wemay prove in a similar manner that (1  n ) is relatively compact in End (W )7 Thus>(1n) is relatively compact7 Since H is semisimple algebraic group> the center of His Knite7 This implies that (an) is relatively compact in H7 This proves that (hn) isrelatively compact and hence ("M  p($n)) is relatively compact7 By Theorem :7;7;: of3He6> (p($n)) is relatively compact7 Since (gn$n) is relatively compact> once again byTheorem :7;7;: of 3He6> (p(gn)) is relatively compact7 Thus> there exists a relativelycompact seqeunce (bn) in G and a sequence (xn) from Z such that gn B bnxn for alln ! :7 Since (gn$n) is relatively compact> (xn$n) is relatively compact7We now prove the factor compactness for connected Gelfand pairs when K is amaximal compact group7Proposition ()* Let G be a connected locally compact group and K be a maximalcompact subgroup of G4 Suppose (G*K) is a Gelfand pair and S is the semigroup ofK8biinvariant probability measures on G4 Let (9n) be a relatively compact sequencein S and ($n) be a sequence in S such that for each n ! :; $n is a factor of 9n4Then there exists a sequence (xn) in G such that (xn$n) is relatively compact and thesequence (xn) is relatively compact in G:N(K) where N(K) is the normalizer of Kin G4Proof Since G is a connected group> there exists a compact normal subgroup M ofG such that G:M is a connected Lie group7 Since K is a maximal compact subgroup>M is contained in K7 Thus> by replacing G by G:M > we may assume that G is aconnected Lie group7Let (9n) be a sequence of KQbiinvariant probability measures on G and ($n) be asequence in S such that for each n ! :> $n is a factor of 9n7 Let R be the solvableradical of G7 Then G:R is a connected semisimple Lie group7 Then there exists asequence (xn) in G such that (xn$n) is relatively compact and by Proposition F7:> (xn)is relatively compact in (G:R):Z(G:R)7 This implies that there exists a sequence(gn) in G such that xn B qngn for all n ! :> gnR " Z(G:R) and (qn) is relativelycompact7 This implies that (gn$n) is relatively compact and gngg  n g  " R for:L



all g  G and all n ! $% Since #n is K+biinvariant0 we have that 3gn%Kg  n gn#n4is relatively compact and hence by Theorem $%:%:$ of <He>0 3gn%Kg  n 4 is relativelycompact% By Lemma A%B0 we have 3gnkg  n 4 is relatively compact for all k  K% Thus03gn#n4 and for k  K0 3gnkg  n 4 are relatively compact% Let H D Ad 3G4% ThenH is a connected Lie group with a Gnite+dimensional faithful representation% Let Sbe the solvable radical of H% Then S contains Ad 3R4% Let hn D Ad 3gn4% Thenhnhh  n h   S for all h  H% This implies that 3hnS4 is contained in the center ofH+S which is a semisimple algebraic group and hence 3hnS4 is relatively compact%There exists a relatively compact sequence 3cn4 in H such that hn D cnyn and forsome yn  S for all n ! $% Since 3cn4 is relatively compact0 we have ynky  n isrelatively compact for all k  Ad 3K4% This implies that the sequence 3ynky  n k  4in S is relatively compact in S for all k  Ad 3K4% Now by Lemma A%A0 there exists arelatively compact sequence 3bn4 in S and a sequence 3an4 in S such that yn D bnanand kank  D an for all k  Ad 3K4 and all n ! $% Thus0 hn D cnbnan where 3cnbn4is relatively compact and kank  D an for all k  Ad 3K4 and all n ! $% This impliesthat there exists a relatively compact sequence 3dn4 in G and a sequence 3un4 in Gsuch that xn D dnun and kunk  u  n  Zfor all n ! $ and all k  K where Z is the center of G% Now for each n ! $0 the mapk "# kunk  u  n is a continuous homomorphism of K into Z% Since K is a maximalcompact subgroup0 we get that kunk  u  n  K and hence un  N3K4 for all n ! $%Thus0 3xn4 is relatively compact in G+N3K4%We now prove the factor compactness result for certain almost connected Gelfandpairs% To do this we need the following results on the structure of Gelfand pairs% Thefollowing proves that Gelfand pair is invariant under conjugation%Proposition ()( Let 3G5K4 be a Gelfand pair and 6 be an automorphism of G2Then 3G5 6 3K44 is also a Gelfand pair2Proof Let # and 7 be 6 3K4+biinvariant probability measures% DeGne #! D 6  3#4and 7! D 6  374% Then%K#!%K D %K6  3#4%K D 6  3%"!K"#%"!K"4 D #!8This shows that #! and 7! are K+biinvariant probability measures on G% Since 3G5K4is a Gelfand pair0 we have#7 D 6 3#!46 37!4 D 6 3#!7!4 D 6 37!#!4 D 7#8This proves that 3G5 6 3K44 is also a Gelfand pair%Proposition ()+ Let G be a almost connected Lie group and 3G5K4 be a Gelfandpair2 Let G# be the connected component of identity in G and Ad be the adjoint$O



representation of G on its Lie algebra. Suppose Ad  G  is an almost algebraic group/Let S be the solvable radical of Ad !G  / Then S is type R8 that is S is a compactextension of a connected nilpotent normal subgroup of Ad !G /Proof Since S is a solvable almost algebraic group3 There exists a compact abeliansubgroup T and a diagonalizable almost algebraic group D such that S 9 TDU whereU is the unipotent radical of G3 To prove the lemma it is enough to prove that Dcentralizes U 3 Now let u  U and !dn is a sequence in D such that dnud !n ! e3Let M be a maximal compact subgroup of Ad !G containing T 3 Since Ad !K iscontained in a coset of G@ by Proposition C3C@ we get that !Ad !G ,M is also aGelfand pair3 Now for each n " E@ dnu 9 cnuc!ndncnF for some cn@ c!n and cnF in M 3This implies that dnud !n dncnFd !n 9 cnuc!nfor all n " E3 Since !cn and !c!n are relatively compact@ by passing to a subsequence@we may assume that cn ! c@ c!n ! c! and dnud !n ! e3 This implies that dncnFd !n !cuc!3 Let R be the semisimple Levi subgroup of Ad !G  containing M 3 Then it iseasy to see that R contains D and hence u  RM 3 Since RM is a Gnite extension ofa semisimple group@ it does not contain any unipotent normal subgroup but U #RMis an unipotent normal subgroup of RM and hence u 9 e3 Thus@ D centralizes U 3This proves the proposition3We now prove the factor compactness3Proposition )*+ Let G be an almost connected group and K be a maximal compactsubgroup of G/ Suppose !G,K be a Gelfand pair and there exists a compact normalsubgroup M of G such that G/M is a Lie group and Ad !G/M is an almost algebraicgroup/ Let S be the semigroup of K<biinvariant probability measures on G/ Let !0n be a relatively compact sequence in S and !1n be a sequence such that for each n " E81n is a factor of 0n in S/ Then there exists a sequence !xn in N!K such that !xn1n is relatively compact/Proof Since K is a maximal compact subgroup of G@ M is contained in K3 Sinceconsidered measures are all KIbiinvariant@ we may assume that G is a Lie group3 LetS be the solvable radical of G @ the connected component of identity in G3 Then S isnormal in G and G/S is a Gnite extension of a connected semisimple Lie group3 LetpJG ! G/R be the canonical quotient map3 Since p!1n is a factor of p!0n for alln " E and !0n is relatively compact@ by Proposition C3E@ there exists a sequence !xn in G such that !xn1n is relatively compact and xngx !n g !  R for all g  G3 SinceG is almost connected we may assume that xn  G for all n " E3 Since 1n is KIbiinvariant@ we have that !xn6Kx !n xn1n is relatively compact and hence by TheoremE3K3KE of LHeN@ !xn6Kx !n  is relatively compact3 By Lemma C3P@ !xnkx !n  is relativelycompact3 Let 8JG! G/Z $ Ad !G be the natural map and S be the solvable radicalof Ad !G  3 Then for gn 9 8!xn for all n " E@ we have gnxg !n x !  Ad !S for allEQ



n   and $gnkg  n % is relatively compact2 Since center of H!$S is 5nite6 there existsa relatively compact sequence $dn% and a sequence $yn% in S such that gn ; dnyn2This implies that $ynky  n k  % is relatively compact for all k ! K2 By Proposition?2@6 S is a compact extension of its nilradical2 Thus6 there exists a sequence un in thenilradical6 say N of S such that $xnu  n % is relatively compact and hence $unku  n k  %is realtively compact2 By Lemma ?2 6 there exists a bounded sequence $bn% andsequence $zn% such that un ; bnan and kank  ; an for all n   2 Thus6 there existsa bounded sequence $cn% and a sequence $hn% such thatgn ; cnhn and khnk  h  n ; efor all n   and all k ! Ad $K%2 This implies that there exists a sequence $zn% in Gsuch that $zn3n% is relatively compact and xnkx  n k ! Z for all n   where Z is thecenter of G2 Since K is a maximal compact subgroup of G6 we get that xnKx  n " Kfor all n   6 since K is a Lie group6 xnKx  n ; K for all n   2 Thus6 $xn3n% isrelatively compact and xn ! N$K%2 Khinchin&s (rst Theorem for connected GelfandpairsIn this section we prove the KhinchinHs factorization theorem for Gelfand pairs whenG is a connected locally compact group2 We now look at shift compactness in ageneral HausdorN commutative topological semigroup2 Let S be any commutativeHausdorN topological semigroup and X " S2 Then we say that$ % X is weakly shift compact if for every sequence $xi% in X6 there is a relativelycompact sequence $yi% in S such that xi is an associate of yi2$O% X is strongly shift compact if there exists a compact set Y of S such that everyelement of X is an associate of some element of Y 2We now use a version of an argument in Section ?2P of QRSS to prove the followinglemmaT it proves the converse of Statement O 2U of Chapter O of QRSS in the case ofthe semigroup of probability measures on Gelfand pairs2Lemma $%& Let G be a locally compact 74compact group and S be a closed abeliansubsemigroup of probability measures on G satisfying 7H49:; Suppose the group ofunits in S is exactly equal to fg8 j g ! Hg for some subgroup H of G where 8 is theidentity in S; Then weakly shift compact subsets of S are also strongly shift compact;Proof LetX be a weakly shift compact subset of S2 For any 9 ! S and any compactsubset M of G6 let  U



C !! M" # supx H! xM"$We )rst claim that for any given 8 % & % 9: there exists a compact subset M ofG such that C !! M" ( & for all !  X= Suppose for some 8 % & % 9 and foreach compact subset M of G: there exists !  X such that C !! M" ! &= LetM " M! " # # #Mn " # # # be a sequence of compact sets in G such that Mn iscontained in the interior of Mn" and G # $Mn  this is possible because G is locallycompact *Bcompact"= Then for each n there exists a !n  X such that C !n! Mn" ! &=Since the sequence  !n" is in X: there exists a relatively compact sequence  ,n" inS such that ,n % !n= Since S is Hungarian: there exists a sequence  xn" in H suchthat  xn!n" is relatively compact and hence there is a compact subset M of G suchthat !n x! n M" ( & for all n= This implies that C !n! M" ( & for all n= Since M iscompact there exists an Mn such that M "Mn and hence C !n! Mn" ( &= This is acontradiction= Thus: our claim is proved=Let M be a compact subset of G such that C !! M" ( 9/E for all !  X= LetB # f,  S j 1 ,"  1 X" and , M" ( 9/Eg= We claim that B is relativelycompact and 1 X" " 1 B"= Let & ( 9/E= Then there exists a compact set L of Gsuch that C !! L" ( & for all !  X= Let ,  B= Then , M" ( 9/E and , uL" ( &for some u  H= This implies that u  ML! and hence , ML! L" ( &= This showsthat B is relatively compact= Suppose !  X: then there exists u  H such thatu! M" ( 9/E= This implies that u!  B= Thus: 1 X" " 1 B"= Now let Y # B=Then Y is compact and every element of X is an associate of some element of Y =Thus: X is strongly shift compact=The following result is an useful lemma to prove  HBH" and strong stability=Lemma $%& Let G be a locally compact second countable */compact group and  G5K"be a Gelfand pair satisfying condition 5678 Let S be the semigroup of all K/biinvariantprobability measuures on G8 Suppose C is a compact subset of S< such that TC isweakly shift compact8 Then 1 TC" is compact where 1IS ) S" is the natural map8Proof Let C be a compact subset of S such that TC is weakly shift compact= LetN H" denote the normalizer of H for any subgroup H of G= By the hypothesis S isa commutative subsemigroup of probability measures on G satisfying  HBE" and thegroup of units in S is N K"9K= Thus: by Lemma M=9: TC is strongly shift compact=This implies that 1 TC" " 1 X" for some compact subset X of S: in particular: 1 TC"is relatively compact=We now claim that 1 TC" is closed= Let  ,n" be a sequence in TC and 1 ,n" )s  S"= Since TC is weakly shift compact and by passing to a subsequence: we mayassume that there exists a sequence  un" in N K" such that un,n ) ,  S= Then1 ,n" # 1 un,n" ) 1 ,"  i"9N



and hence  &!' ( s) Since un  N&K', for all n ! 1, un!n is also in TC for all n ! 1,that is there exists (n  C such thatun!n " *n ( (n &ii'for all n ! 1 and &*n' is a sequence in S) By Theorem 1);)< of =He?, &*n' is relativelycompact and hence since C is compact, by passing to a subsequence, we may assumethat (n # (  C and *n # *  S) By &i' and &ii', we get that !"* ( () This provesthat !  TC and hence s   &TC') Thus,  &TC' is a closed set) This proves that forany compact set C, such that TC is weakly shift compact,  &TC' is compact in S )We now prove the main result of this section)Theorem &'( Let G be a connected locally compact group and &G.K' be a Gelfandpair3 Let S be the semigroup of all K6biinvariant probability measures on G3 Sup6pose the pair &G.K' satis9es condition :;<3 Then S is a strongly stable Hungariansemigroup and hence Khinchin@s factorization theorem holds for the semigroup S3Proof It is very routine to verify condition &HH1') By Lemma ;); &HH;' is satisJedif and only if the condition &K' is satisJed) We now claim that for any compact setC,  &TC' is compact) Let N&H' be denote the normalizer of H in G, for any closedsubgroup H of the group G) Since G is a connected group, there exists a compactnormal subgroup M of G such that G1M is a Lie group) Let &(n' be a sequence inS and &!n' be a sequence such that !n is a factor of (n in S and &(n' is relativelycompact) Let L be a maximal compact subgroup of G containing K and M ) Thenthe semigroup S of all LHbiinvariant probability measures on G is a commutativesubsemigroup of P&G') Since !n is a factor of (n, we have that !n " 3L is a factorof (n " 3L) By Proposition N);, there exists a sequence &xn' such that &xn!n " 3L' isrelatively compact and xn  N&L' for all n ! 1) By Theorem 1);)1< of =He?, &xn!n'is relatively compact) Now for x  N&L', we have xKx! % L) Since &G.K' satisJescondition &K', we get that x  LN&K') Thus, there exist sequences &bn' and &un' inG such that xn ( bnunwhere &bn' is relatively compact and un  N&K' for all n ! 1) This implies that&un!n' is relatively compact and un  N&K' for all n) By Proposition ;)N, we have!n and an!n are associates in S for all n) Thus, for any relatively compact set N ofS, the set of factor TN of N is weakly shift compact) Thus, by Lemma P);, for anycompact subset C of S,  &TC' is compact)We now verify condition &HHN') Let x  S and (  S be such that  &(' ( x)Suppose s  S is a factor of x) Then st ( x for some t  S) Let ! and * in Sbe such that  &!' ( s and  &*' ( t) Then !* ( u( for some unit u in S) Thus, !is a factor of ( in S) This implies that Tx (  &T$' and hence by Lemma P);, Tx iscompact) Thus, &HHN' is veriJed) Hence S is a Hungarian semigroup) Since G is a;Q



second countable group. S is metrizable and hence Khinchin4s factorization theoremholds for S 6see 7RS:;<We now prove that S is strongly stable< Let C be any compact set in S< Thenby Lemma C<D. TC is strongly shift compact and #6TC; is a compact set< Let X be acompact set in S such that #6TC;  #6X;% 6i;Let Y E X ! #  6#6TC;;%Then Y is a compact subset of S and #6Y ;  #6TC;< Let ( " TC< Then by 6i;. thereexists a ) " X such that #6); E #6(;and hence ) " Y < This proves that #6TC; E #6Y ;< Thus. S is a strongly stableHungarian semigroup<We now prove Khinchin4s Theorem for certain almost connected Gelfand pairs<Theorem &'( Let G be an almost connected second countable group and containsa compact normal subgroup M such that G,M is a Lie group and Ad 6G,M; is analmost algebraic group3 Suppose 6G-K; is a Gelfand pair satisfying the condition89: and S is the semigroup of K;biinvariant probability measures on G3 Then Sis a strongly stable Hungarian semigroup3 Also? S is metrizable and the KhinchinBsfactorization theorem holds for S3Proof The proof of 6HIJ; is trivial and since 6G-K; satisKes condition 6L;. 6HID; isveriKed< Now let C be a compact set and TC be the set of factors of C< We now claimthat #6TC; is compact< Let 6/n; be a relatively compact sequence and for each n # J.(n is a factor of /n< Let L be a maximal compact subgroup of G containing K and M <Then 6/n $2L; is relatively compact and (n $2L is a factor of /n $2L< By PropositionQ<D. there exists a sequence 6xn; in N6L; such that 6xn(n $ 2L; is relatively compactand hence by Theorem J<D<JR of 7He:. 6xn $ (n; is relatively compact< Since 6G-K;satisKes the condition 6L;. we have N6L; E LN6K;< Thus. xnL E gnL for somegn " N6K;. for all n # J< Thus. 6gn(n; is relatively compact< This proves that TCis weakly shift compact< By Lemma C<D. #6TC; is compact< Now 6HIQ; and strongstability may be proved by arguing as in Theorem C<J<As an application of strongly stable Hungarian semigroups we obtain the followingCorollary &'/ Let 6G-K; be a Gelfand pair and S be the semigroup of probabilitymeasures on G that are K;biinvariant3 Let T E P6P6& & & 6S; & & &;;3 Suppose the pair6G-K; satisCes the condition 89: and0a1 G and K are as in Theorem D3E DJ



OR"b$ G and K are as in Theorem +,-OR"c$ G is a compact metric group,Then we have the following78, T is a strongly stable division compact uniformly Hungarian metric semigroupwith Prohorov property and consequently Khinchin?s factorization theorem holdsfor T A-, the set of inBnitely divisible elements in T is a closed setAC, the set of indecomposable elements in T and the set of antiDindecomposableelements in T are of type G Ethat isF a countable intersection of open setsG,Proof By Theorem ()* and Theorem (). we get that S is a strongly stable Hungariansemigroup) The divsion compactness and the Prohorov property of S is a consequenceof Theorem .)* of Chapter ? and Theorem @)A of Chapter . of BPC)We now prove that S is uniformly Hungarian) Let A and B be subsets of S and& and &! be in S such that for every '  A there exists a (  B such that ' G & (and ( G &!') For any '  SI deJneMK'L G fg  G j g' G ' G 'gg+then by Theorem *).)( of BHeCIMK'L is a compact group and,M""L $ ' G ' G ' $ ,M""#+also & $ ' G ' G ' $ & % SK&L &MK'Lfor any &  PKGL Ksee Theorem *).A of BHeCL) LetM G (" AMK'L) ThenM containsK and MK&iL for i G *+ .) Now by replacing &i by &i $,M for i G *+ .I if necessary wemay assume that MK&iL G M for i G *+ .) Now for any '  AI there exists a (  Bsuch that ' G & ( and ( G &!' and hence ' G & &!() ThusI we haveSK& LSK&!L &MK'Lfor all '  A) This implies that SK& LSK&!L &M ) Now arguing as in Lemma .)*I weget that &i G gi,M..



for some gi  N&M' and for all i , -$ ./ Since M contains K and &G$K' satis4es thecondition &6'7 we have gi  N&K'M / This implies that'i , xi)Mfor some xi  N&K' and for all i , -$ ./ Thus7 since )M is an idempotent factor ofeach element of A7 for each element +  A7 there exists a ,  B such that + , x ,for x  N&K' and hence , , x   +/ This proves that S is a uniformly Hungariansemigroup/ Thus7 we have proved that S has all the properties in &-'/Now by applying Theorem . of CZeE7 we get that the semigroup T also has all theseproperties and hence the second part of &-' follows from Section ./.F of CRSE/ Thisproves &-' and the results &.' and &F' follow from &-' and Theorem .H/I of CRSE/ Khinchin&s Theorems for certain Gelfand pairsWe 4rst prove the analogue of Theorem I/-7 for a class of groups which includesdiscrete groups/Proposition ()* Let G be a discrete group and &G$K' be a Gelfand pair2 Let S bethe semigroup of all K5biinvariant probability measures on G2 Then the factor set ofa relatively compact set is weakly shift compact2 In fact< for every seqeunce &+n' inTC< there exists a sequence &xn' from Z&K' such that &xn+n' is relatively compact2Proof Let C be a relatively compact set in S and &,n' be a sequence in C/ Let &+n'be a sequence in S such that +n is a factor of ,n for all n ! -/ Then by Theorem-/./.- of CHeE7 there exists a sequence &xn' such that &xn+n' is relatively compact/This implies that &xn)Kx  n ' is relatively compact/ Since K is 4nite7 we have that&xnkx  n ' is relatively compact for all k  K/ Let K , fk $ k!$ # # # kmg/ Then fori , -$ .$ # # # $m7 &xnkixn' is 4nite/ This implies that there exists a subsequence &xn&i'such that &xn&ikix  n&i' is a constant sequence for i,-/ Now for i M -7 let &xn&i" ' bea subsequence of &xn&i' such that &xn&i" ki" xn&i" ' is a constant sequence/ Thus7 fork , jKj7 we have that &xn&kkix  n&k' is a constant sequence for all ki  K/ Thus7 &xn'7in fact every subsequence of &xn' has a relatively compact subsequence in G5Z&K'/This shows that &xn' is relatively compact in G5Z&K'/ Thus the set of factors of arelatively compact set C of S is weakly shift compact in S/Corollary ()* Let G be a locally compact second countable group admitting a com5pact open normal subgroup U and &G$K' be a Gelfand pair2 Let S be the semigroupof all K5biinvariant probability measures on G2 Suppose &G$K' satis@es conditionABC< then the set of factors of a relatively compact set C of S is weakly shift compactin S2 .F



Proof It is easy to see that G is !)compact- Let p/G  G#U be the canonicalquotient map- Since U is an open normal subgroup8 G#U is discrete- Let M :UK : KU - Then <G#U'M#U= is a Gelfand pair- Let <(n= be a relatively compactsequence in S and <*n= be a sequence in S such that for each n ! A8 *n is a factorof (n in S- Then <p<(n== is relatively compact and p<*n= is a factor of p<(n= for alln ! A- By Proposition D-A8 there exists a sequence <gn= in G such that <p<gn=*n=is relatively compact and for every n ! A8 p<gn= " Z<M#U= the centralizer of M inG#U - In particular8 for every n ! A8 gn " N<M=8 the normalizer of M in G- Since<G'K= satisGes the condition <H=8 we have N<M= : N<K=M - Thus8 there exists asequence <xn= in N<K= such that <xn*n= is relatively compact- This proves that TCis weakly shift compact when C is relatively compact-The following proves the KhinchinLs Theorem for Gelfand pairs considered in theabove corollary-Theorem ()* Let G be a locally compact second countable group admitting a compactopen normal subgroup and <G'K= is a Gelfand pair4 Suppose Gelfand pair <G'K=satis6es the condition 89:4 Let S be the semigroup of all K;biinvariant probabilitymeasures on G4 Then we have the following?@4 the semigroup S is a division compact strongly stable uniformly Hungarian semi;group4B4 S is 6rst countable and hence KhinchinDs factorization theorem holds for S4F4 T : P<P<$ $ $ <P<S== $ $ $== satis6es 8@:G 8B: and 8F: of Corollary I4@Proof By Corollary D-A and by Lemma N-O8 2<TC= is compact for any compactsubset C of S- This proves that S satisGes <H)Q=- The veriGcation <H)A= is trivial and<H)O= follows because <G'K= satisGes the condition <H=- Thus8 S is a Grst countableHungarian semigroup and hence the KhinchinLs factorization theorem holds for S-By arguing as in Theorem N-A and Corollary N-A8 the remaining parts of the theoremcan be proved-Let G be a locally compact group and K be a compact subgroup of G- SupposeX : G#K has a G)invariant metric- Then we say that the action of G on X isdoubly transitive or G acts doubly transitively on X8 if d<x' y= : d<x ' y = implies thatthere exists a g " G such that gx : gx and gy : gy <it is also known as two)pointhomogeneous=- We now introduce a class of Gelfand pairs that generalizes doublytransitive case- A pair <G'K= consisting of a locally compact group G and a compactsubgroup K of G is called symmetric pair if g! " KgK for all g " G- It is knownthat if G acts doubly transitively on G#K8 then <G'K= is a symmetric pair <see TFV=-We now prove that such pairs are Gelfand and semigroup of K)biinvariant probabilitymeasures on such pairs form a strongly stable Hungarian semigroup- We Grst provefactor compactness for such Gelfand pairs-ON



Proposition ()* Let  G!K! be a symmetric pair, Then  G!K! is Gelfand, Let Sbe the semigroup of all K7biinvariant probability measures on G, Suppose G is :7rootcompact ;see <He>?, Then for any compact subset C of S@ the set of factors is acompact set in S,Proof Since all measures in S are symmetric and S is abelian1 it is easy to see that G!K! is a Gelfand pair7Let  %n! be a relatively compact sequence in S and  &n! be a seqeunce in Ssuch that for each n  ;1 &n is a factor of %n in S7 Then by Theorem ;7=7=; of>He@1 there exists a seqeunce  xn! in G such that  xn&n! is relatively compact7 Since&n is symmetric1 we have  &nx  n ! is relatively compact and hence  &!n! is relativelycompact7 Since G is =Croot compact1  &n! is relatively compact  see >He@!7 Let C bea compact set in S and  &n! be a sequence in TC such that &n ! & " S7 Then thereexists a sequence  %n! in C and sequence  *n! in S such that %n D &n*n D *n&n forall n  ;7 Since C is compact1 by Theorem ;7=7=; of >He@1  *n! is relatively compact7By passing to a subsequence1 we may assume that %n ! % " C and *n* " S7 Thensince &n ! & " S1 we have % D &* D *&7 Thus1 & " TC7 This proves that TC isclosed7 Thus1 the set of factors of a compact set is compact7We now prove the KhinchinIs theorem for symmetric  Gelfand! pairs 7Theorem ()* Let  G!K! be a symmetric pair, Let S be the semigroup of all K7biinvariant probability measures on G, Suppose G is :7root compact and the pair G!K! satisAes the condition ;B?, Then the conclusions of Theorem C,D hold for S,Proof Since  HC;! is veriJed easily and  HC=! follows from the fact that  G!K!satisJes the condition  K!7 Since G is =Croot compact1 by Proposition M7=1 for eachcompact set C of S1 the set of factors Tc is also a compact set7 Thus1  HCN! andstrong stability are easily veriJed7 The rest may be proved as in Thoerem M7;7Remark M7 Voit has proved KhinchinIs Theorems for measures for symmetric hypergroups  which includes all symmetric pairs! satisfying a condition D  see TheoremM7Q7;Q and Theorem M7Q7;= of >BH@ and M7Q7= of >BH@ for deJnition of D!7 Here weprove all three KhinchinIs Theoremd for all symmetric Gelfand pairs when G is =Crootcompact and our approach is diRerent and quite simple7We would also like to mention >He;@ where H7 Heyer proves the KhinchinIs TheoCrems for certain Gelfand pairs7 Khinchin&s Theorems for p.adic Gelfand pairsWe now prove the analogue of Theorem Q7; for ZariskiCconnected pCadic algebraicgroups7 =M



We "rst establish the following result that is useful in proving the factor compact5ness for Gelfand pairs considered in this section8Proposition ()* Let G be a Zariski*connected p*adic algebraic group3 subgroup ofG3 Let 9"n: be a relatively compact sequence of K*biinvariant probability measureson G and 9$n: be a sequence of K*biinvariant probability measures on G such that $nis a factor of "n for all n  ;3 Suppose 9G&K: is a Gelfand pair3 Then there existsa sequence 9xn: in Z9G: such that 9xn$n: is relatively compact3Proof Since G is totally disconnected and K is a compact group> there exists acompact open subgroup M of G containg K8 Since for a sequence 9xn: in Z9G:>9xn*M ! $n: is relatively compact implies 9xn$n: is relatively compact and *M !$n isa factor of *M ! "n for all n  ;> we may assume that K is a compact open subgroupof G8 Since $n is a two sided factor of "n> there exists a sequence 9xn: in G such that9xn$n: and 9$nxn: are relatively compact8We now claim that 9xn: is relatively compact in G+Z9G:8 Since 9$n: is K5biinvariant> we get that 9xn*Kx  n xn$n: and 9$nxn*Kx  n xn: are relatively compact8By Theorem ;8C8C; of DHeF> 9xn*Kx  n : and 9x  n *Kxn: are relatively compact8 ByLemma H8I> for each k " K> the sequence> 9xnkx  n : and 9x  n kxn: are relativelycompact8 Thus> the groupH J fh " H j 9xnhx  n : is bounded gis an open subgroup of G8 Since G is a Zariski5connected algebraic group> it has a"nite5dimensional faithful rational representation8 Let /MG & GL9V : be a rationalfaithful representation of G8 Let W be the subalgebra generated by G in End 9V :8Now for n  ;> de"ne 3nMW & W by 3n9w: J xnwx  n for all w " W 8 Then3n " GL9W : and 93n9k:: is relatively compact for all k " K8 Then by Lemma H8P>there exists a subalgebra of W! of W containing H and 93n9w:: is relatively compactin W for all w " W!8 Since G 'W! is an algebraic subgroup> we get that W! J W 8Thus> 93n: is relatively compact in End 9V :8 Similarly we may prove that 93  n : is alsorelatively compact in End 9V :8 This proves that 93n: is relatively compact in GL9W :8Since G is an algebraic group> we get that 9xn: is relatively compact in G+Z9G:8We now prove the KhinchinRs Theorem8Theorem ()* Let G be a Zariski*connected p*adic algebraic group3 Suppose 9G&K:is a Gelfand pair satis>ying condition ?@A3 Let S be the semigroup of K*biinvariantprobability measures on G3 Suppose the pair 9G&K: satis>es condition ?@A3 Then ?BAC?DA and ?EA of Theorem F3B hold for S3Proof The veri"cation of 9H5;: is quite easy8 The veri"cation of 9H5C: follows fromthe assumption that 9G&K: satis"es the condition 9S:8 The rest of the proof is quitesimilar to the proof of Theorem I8; and the proof of Corollary I8;> so we omit thedetails8 CU



We now consider compact extension of unipotent algebraic groups4 We 5rst6 asusual establish the factor compactness4Proposition ()* Let G be a compact extension of a normal unipotent algebraicgroup2 Let K be a compact subgroup of G2 Let 8"n9 be a relatively compact se5quence of K5biinvariant probability measures and 8#n9 be a sequence of K5biinvariantprobability measures such that for each n  :9 #n is a factor of "n2 Then there existsa sequence 8xn9 in Z8K9 such that 8xn#n9 is relatively compact2Proof Since #n is a factor of "n for all n  : and 8#n9 is relatively compact6 thereexists a sequence 8gn9 in G such that 8gn#n9 is relatively compact 8see ?PA94 Let Ube a unipotent normal subgroup of G6 such that G)U is compact4 This implies thatgn D uncn and un ! U for all n  : and 8cn9 is relatively compact4 Since 8gn#n9 isrelatively compact6 8un#n9 is relatively compact4 Since #n is KEbiinvariant6un,Ku  n un#n D un#nfor all n  :4 Thus6 8un,Ku  n 9 is relatively compact 8see Theorem of ?HeA94 Nowfrom Lemma H4I6 for each k ! K 6 8unku  n 9 is relatively compact4 This implies thatfor each k ! K6 8unku  n k  9 is relatively compact4 Now applying Lemma H4J6 thereexists a bounded sequence 8bn9 in U such thatun D bnxn and xn ! Z8K9for all n  :4 This proves the proposition4We now prove the KhinchinLs factorization theoremwhen G is a compact extensionof a unipotent group4Theorem ()* Let G be a compact extension of an unipotent algebraic group and8G/K9 be a Gelfand pair2 Let S be the semigroup of all K5biinvariant probabilitymeasures on G2 Suppose 8G/K9 satis=es the condition >?@2 Then conclusions >A@9>B@ and >C@ of Theorem D2A hold for S2Proof Using Proposition O4J6 one may prove the result by arguing as in TheoremO4:4Remark In Theorem O4J if G is replaced by a compact extension of a connectednilpotent 8real9 Lie group6 the conclusions are still valid4 Limit theorems and embeddingLet N be any set in a topological semigroup S4 Then R8N 9 D f1k j 1n ! N / k &ng4 In proving limit theorems and embedding of probability measures we need theJQ



compactness of the root set R,N -. see /S12 and /Te2 for results on limit theorems forprobability measures on general locally compact groups; An element s of a Hungariansemigroup S is said to be weakly in(nitely divisible if for each n " 1> there exists ansn in S such that snn is an associate of s and s is said to be in(nitely divisible if foreach n " 1> there exists an sn in S such that snn @ s; An element s of a Hungariansemigroup S is said to be embeddable in a continuous convolution semigroup in S ifthere exists a continuous homomorphism t #$ st from /B$%- into S such that s @ s;Lemma $%& Let G be a locally compact second countable group and K be a compactsubgroup of G such that ,G$K- is a Gelfand pair9 Let S be the semigroup of K:biinvariant probability measures on G9 Suppose N,K- is a strongly root compactgroup where N,K- is the normalizer of K in G and R,N - is strongly shift compact9Then R,N - is relatively compact in SProof Since R,N - is strongly shift compact> we get that for each ( & R,N -> thereexists a unit and hence by Proposition E;F> an element x,(- & N,K- such thatfx,(-( j ( & R,N -g is relatively compact; Let * & ,B$  !-; Let ( & R,N - be suchthat (n & N ; Then for each 1 * k * n there exists a xk & N,K- and a compact setC,*- such that (k,Cxk- - 1+ *; Replacing C by KCK which is again a compact setcontaining C> if necessary we may assume that xC @ Cx> for all x & N,K-; Now forany 1 * k$ l$ k J l * n>(k"l,CxkCxl- " (k,Cxk-(l,Cxl- " ,1 + *-#and hence(k"l,CxkCxl , Cxk"l- " (k"l,CxkCxl-+ (k"l,G n Cxk"l- " ,1+ *-# + * " 1 + F*Since B / * /  !> CxkCxl , Cxk"l .@ /0This implies that CCxkxl , Cxk"l .@ /0Thus> we may choose fx $ x#$ 0 0 0 $ xng a set of n points in N,K- such that for any1 * k$ l$ k J l * n> xkxlx  k"l & CCC  0Let D @ CCC  , N,K-; Then since D 1 DDD  >xkxlx  k"l & DDD  .@ /and hence since xD @ Dx for all x & N,K-> we haveDxkDxl ,Dxk"l .@ /for all 1 * k$ l$ kJl * n; Since N,K- is strongly root compact> there exists a compactset B such that xi & B> for all 1 * i * n; This implies that (,CB- " (,Cx - " 1+ *;By ProhorovLs Theorem we deduce that R,N - is relatively compact;EM



Remark Suppose G is a Lie group+ Then N/K0 is a strongly root compact groupwhich may be seen as follows9 Since /G#K0 is a Gelfand pair< N/K0$K is a com=mutative Lie group and hence by Theorem ?+@A and Remark A of DHeF< N/K0 is astrongly root compact group+We now prove the functional limit theorem+Theorem )*+ Let /G#K0 be a Gelfand pair and G is a locally compact %2compactsecond countable group5 Suppose the semigroup S of all K2biinvariant probabilitymeasures on G is strongly stable and the normalizer N/K0 of K in G is strongly rootcompact5 Let /'n0 be a sequence in S such that 'knn  ( as kn  !5 Then<a= ( has an associate * that is in>nitely divisible in S and<b= there exists a one2parameter continuous convolution semigroup /*t0 in S and acompact connected subgroup C of N/K0$M such that * H c* and cM " C forsome compact subgroup M containing K5Proof Let I/(0 H fg " G j g( H (g H (g+ Then by replacing 'n by 'n0I!$"< wemay assume that 'n0I!$" H 'nfor all n & @+ Let A H f'kn j k ' kn# n & @g+ Then since S is strongly stable< A isweakly shift compact and hence by Lemma I+@< A is relatively compact+ Since 'n " Afor all n & @< by passing to a subsequence we may assume that /'n0 converges+ Let' be the limit point of /'n0+ Then 'j " A and hence /'j0 is relatively compact+ Wenow claim that 'j is a factor of ( for all j & @+ For any j & @< we have for large n<'knn H 'kn jn 'jn4By letting n !< over a subsequence of /n0< we get that( H *j'jfor all j & @+ Thus< 'j is a factor of ( for all j & @+ Then by AA+@A of DRSF< '( is anassociate of ( and hence by AA+@? of DRSF< ' is an associate of 0I!$"+ Let u be a unitin S such that ' H u0I!$"+ Then it is easy to see that 6n H u  'n  0I!$"+ Since'j " A for all j< we get that /uj0 is relatively compact< in particular /ukn0 is relativelycompact+ Then again by passing to a subsequence /kn0< if necessary< we may assumethat ukn  u!< a unit in S+ This implies that 6knn  u!  ( H *< say+Let 7 H 0I!$"+ Then 7* H *+ It is clear that 6n is I/(0=invariant+ Now usingdiagonal process and by passing to a subsequence we may assume that6# knm $n  *  mAO



as n  ! for all m " N& Also since each "n is I"!#$invariant* "  m is also I"!#$invariant-We now claim that "m m 4 " for all m  6- Now for m  6*$ knm !mn $rnn 4 $knnfor some 8 ! rn & m- Then by taking limit when n " # over a subsequence of"n#* we get that "m m( 4 " and hence "m m 4 "- This proves that an associate of ! isinBnitely divisible-We now claim that "  m! 4 ""m#$% "m# $! for all m  6- For large n*$ knm! !n 4 $ kn"m# $! !"m#$%n $rnnfor some 8 ! rn & m D 6 and for all m  6- It follows from $n " ( that"  m! 4 ""m#$% "m# $!for all m  6-Now By Lemma H-6-H8 of IHeK there exists a semigroup homomorphism f MQ# " Ssuch that f" 6mN# 4 s" 6mN#for all m $ N- Since f""8, 6K % Q ## & A is relatively compact by Theorem H-P-6 ofIHeK* there exists a compact connected group C in S and a continuous convolutionsemigroup ""t# such that "$ 4 c" for some c $ C- It is easy to see that* for r & 6*f""8, r# %Q## is contained in the set of factors of "- Since C 4 %r%$f""8, r# %Q##*we get that C is contained in the set of factors of "- This implies that identity of C isan idempotent factor of "- Thus* there exists a compact subgroup L of G such thatC is a compact connected subgroup of N"L#3L and " ' 4L 4 "- Since I"!# 4 I""#*we get that L & I"!#- Since N"L# 4 N"K#L* we get that "$ 4 u" and u is containedin a compact connected subgroup of N"K#3M where M 4 N"K# % I"!#-As a consequence of the above theorem and the results in the previous sections*we have the following functional limit theorem for Gelfand pairs-Theorem &'( Let G be a locally compact second countable group and "G,K# be aGelfand pair satisfying the condition 5678 Suppose G is either 5a7 connected or 5b7almost connected and G has a compact normal subgroup M such that G3M is a Liegroup and Ad "G3M# is an almost algebraic group or 5c7 G has a compact opennormal subgroup or 5d7 p;adic algebraic group or a compact extension of a unipotentalgebraic group 5connected nilpotent Lie group78 Let S be the semigroup of all K;binvariant probability measures on G8 Suppose N"K# is strongly root compact8 Thenthe conclusions of Theorem ?8@ hold for S8H8



Remark It should be remarked that by verifying conditions in Theorem 678 of 9Te:one may try to prove the functional limit Theorem but our proof is simpler <may bebecause it is a particular case= and arguments are independent of proof of Theorem678 of 9Te:7Theorem )*+ Let <G!K= be a symmetric pair, Suppose G is 01root compact andN<K= is strongly root compact and <G!K= satis6es condition 789, Let S be the semi1group of all K1biinvariant probability measures on G and <%n= be a sequence in Gsuch that %nn  & ! S, Then & is embeddable in a continuous convolution semigroupin S,Proof We ?rst claim that N<K= is compact7 For any x ! N<K=A since <G!K=is a symmetric pairA x  ! KxK B xK which implies x! ! K7 Since G is 6ErootcompactA N<K= is compact7 By Theorem G7HA & has an associate ( that is in?nitelydivisible and u( is embeddable in a continuous convolution semigroup in S for someu contained in a compact connected subgroup N<K=*M where M B N<K= " I<&=7Since all KEbiinvariant measures are symmetricA N<K=*M is a abelian group and allits elements are of order 67 This implies that N<K=*M has no connected subgroupsand hence ( is embeddable7 It is clear from the proof of Theorem G7H that ( B u&and u is a limit of <ukn=7 Choosing kn B 6nA we may prove that ( B &7 ThusA & itselfis embeddable in a continuous convolution semigroup7Remark In 9He6:A it is proved that in?nitely divisible measures are embeddable fordiscrete Gelfand pairs7 Normability and ini-nitesimal limitsIn this section we study the second and third theorems of Khinchin7 Let S be aany HausdorN topological semigroup and I be a directed set7 An I1array is a system<<tij=n"i#j$ =i!IA ti%j ! S7 In particularA if I is the set of positive integersA we say that <tij=is a triangular system7 An IEarray <tij= is in6nitesimal if for every neighbourhood Uof identity in SA there is an i% ! I such that tij ! U for all i 2 i% and all H # j # n<i=7We say that s ! S is an in6nitesimal limit if there exists an in?nitesimal IEarray <tij=such that s B lim<Qj tij=7 KhinchinQs third theorem says that any in?nitesimal limitis in?nitely divisible in S B P<R=7 KhinchinQs third theorem was extended to generalabelian groups by Ruzsa and Szekely <see 9RS:=7 We prove an analogue of this forGelfand pairs7 We ?rst establish the normability of the semigroup S of KEbiinvariantprobability measures on G for Gelfand pairs <G!K=7 For any ( ! S de?ne T( byT(<E= B (<E  =Where E  B fx  j x ! Eg for all Borel subsets of G7 It is easy to( ( T( B T( ( (8H



for all   S% that is measures in S are all normal.We denote by Ss the semigroup of symmetrization of measures in S. Let 78S ! Ssbe the map de9ned by 7: ; <  " = for all   S. Since S is a commutative semigroup% we get that 7 is a homomorphismof S into Ss. For any   S% by T! we denote the set of all factors of  in S andfor any #  Ss% by T s" we denote the set of all factors of # in Ss. We now prove thefollowing8Lemma $%& For any   S& 7: ; is a shift of an idempotent if and only if  is anidempotent1 For   S& let # < 7: ;1 If there is a continuous partial homomorphismf! from T s" into CD%#; such that f":#; & D& then there exists a continuous partialhomomorphism f! from T! into CD%#;1Proof Suppose  " = is a shift of an idempotent% say 'M . Then S: ;S: ;  $ uMfor some u  N:K;. This implies that uM contains the identity of G and henceu  M . Thus%  = is an idempotent. Since  is normal% by Proposition of CEH% weget that  is a shift of an idempotent. The converse part and the second part of thelemma are obvious.We now prove the existence of a partial homomorphism for any commutativehypergroup :see CBHH for details on hyper groups;8 the proof is quite similar to thecase of locally compact abelian groups :see CRSH;.Proposition $%& Let K be a commutative second countable hypergroup1 Let   P:K; be a measure such that  "= is not an idempotent1 Then there exists a continuouspartial homomorphism f!8T! ! CD%#; such that f!: ; & D1Proof Since  " = is not an idempotent% by Theorem N.N.O of CBHH% there exists acontinuous bounded multiplicative function - on K such thatD . j :-;j! . P/Let f!8T! ! CD%#; be the map de9ned byf!:0; < ' log:j0:-;j!;for all 0  T!. Then by Theorem N.N.O of CBHH% f! is a continuous partial homomorQphism with the required condition.We now deduce the normability for Gelfand pairs.Corollary $%& Let G be locally compact second countable group and :G%K; be aGelfand pair1 Suppose the semigroup S of all K=biinvariant probability measures onG is a Hungarian semigroup1 Then S is a normable Hungarian semigroup1SN



Proof By Theorem ()()* of ,BH./ the double coset space G!!K is a hyper group)By Theorem ();)<= of ,BH./ S is isomorphic to probability measures on G!!K) Since@G$KA is a Gelfand pair/ G!!K is a commutative semigroup and hence the corollaryfollows from Proposition F)()We now prove the KhinchinIs Theorems for certain Gelfand pairs)Theorem ()* Let G be a locally compact second countable group and @G$KA is aGelfand pair4 Suppose G is as in Theorem 849 or Theorem 84: or Theorem ;49or Theorem ;4: or Theorem <49 or Theorem <4:4 Suppose N@KA is strongly rootcompact4 Then the semigroup S of all K=biinvariant probability measures on G isa stable normed Hungarian semigroup4 ConsequentlyB KhinchinDs ErstB second andthird Theorems hold for S4 MoreoverB if N@KA is compact or N@KA!K is divisible andstrongly root compactB then any anti=indecomposable element in S or any inEnitesimallimit in S has an associate that is embeddable in S4Proof It is already proved that the semigroup S of all KKbiinvariant probabilitymeasures on G is a stable Hungarian semigroup) Now by Corollary F)(/ S is a stablenormable Hungarian semigroup) By Theorem <N)(O and Theorem <P)* of ,RS./ antiKindecomposable elements of S and iniRnitesimal limits in S are weakly inRnitelydivisible)Let & in S be either antiKindecomposable in S or & is a limit of an inRnitesimalIKarray) Then for each n  (/ there exists a &n and a unit un such that & V un&nn) IfN@KA is compact/ then &knkn ! * " Sfor some subsequence @knA of @nA and * is an associate of &) Now from Theorem O)</we deduce that * has an associate that is embeddable) Thus/ an associate of & isembeddable)Suppose N@KA!K is divisible and strongly root compact) Since un " N@KA/ thereexists a xn " N@KA such that xnn-K V un-K for all n  () This implies that& V @xn.nAnfor all n  () By Theorem O)</ an associate u& of & is embeddable for some unit ucontained in a compact subgroup of N@KA)Remark Let @G$KA be a Gelfand pair such that @aAG is connected or @bA G is aalmost connected group considered in the article or @cA G is discrete or @dA G is aZariskiKconnected pKadic algebraic group or @eA G is a compact extension of an unipoKtent algebraic group or a connected nilpotent Lie group @not necessarily satisfyingthe condition @YAA and S be the semigroup of all KKbiinvariant probability measureson G) Suppose * " S is a bald element/ that is a measure having no idempotentfactors) Then using the factor compactness results @modulo the group of units/ whichZZ



follows for connected or almost connected case from the fact that for an almost con.nected Lie group G and a compact subgroup M containing K5 N6M7$MN6K7 is8nite 6see 9HHSWZ>77 and applying the arguments of KA RA Parthasarathy 6ChapterIV5 Theorem HHAI of 9P>7 as in Theorem JAKAHK of 9BH>5 one may prove the KhinchinNsfactorization theorem for any bald %A Thus5 it shows that6a7 any measure in S is a product of a idempotent in S and a measure in S that hasa Khinchin type decomposition in S and6b7 any measure '  S has KhinchinNs decomposition in a subsemigroup of SAAs a consequence of Theorem RAH we obtain KhinchinNs Theorems for compactsymmetric spacesACorollary &'( Let G be a compact connected semisimple Lie group and K be a com1pact connected subgroup of G such that G$K is a compact Riemannian symmet1ric space6 Then the semigroup S of K1biinvariant probability measures on G is anormable strongly stable Hungarian semigroup and Khinchin ;rst< second and thirdTheorems hold for S6 Moreover< any antiindecomposable or in;nitesimal limit has anassociate that is embeddable6Proof Let S be the semigroup of K.biinvariant probability measures on GA SinceG$K is a Riemannian symmetric space5 S is a commutative semigroupA By lemmaSAI5 S satis8es condition 6T7A Thus5 since G is second countable5 the corollary followsfrom Theorem RAHRemark We note that IA RA Truhina 9Tr> and JA Lamperti 9L> have earlier inversti.gated and proved the KhinchinNs factorization theorem for probability measures onirreducible compact symmetric spaces of Rank HA In 9L>5 this was achieved by coveringby delphic semigroupsA Thus5 our treatment is completely diWerent and we considerthe general casesA Gaussian measures on compact Gelfand pairsGaussian measures on R have two well.known propertiesYHA Gaussian measures on R have only Gaussian factors which is known as CramerNstheoremZSA Gaussian measures have no indecomposable factorsASince Gaussian measures on R are in8nitely divisible5 second property follows fromthe 8rst property 6see 9Fe>7A IK



On the other hand Marcinkiewicz /Ma0 showed that these properties are not ver4i5ed by Gaussian measures on the circle< Trukhina /Tr0 proved that SO>n?4 in4variant Gaussian measures on the spheres Sn  SO>n @ A?#SO>n? are not anti4indecomposable< In this section we extend these results to compact Gelfand pairs<As in the previous sections for any compact subgroup LG we denote the normalizedHaar measure on L by %L<Theorem &'( Let G be a compact connected Lie group and K be a compact subgroupof G1 Suppose >G(K? is a Gelfand pair1 Let ) be a K5biinvariant probability measureon G such that the inequality)>E? ! a%G>E?( I , a , A >i?holds for all Borel subsets E of G1 Then ) has an indecomposable factor1In /Fe0G G< M< Feldman proved a similar theorem for measures on compact abeliangroups< We apply some of the techniques of Theorem M<AN of /Fe0< We 5rst prove thefollowing lemma<Lemma &'( Let G< K and mG be as in Theorem =1>1 Suppose ) is a K5biinvariantprobability measure on G verifying the inequality ?i@1 Then ) decomposes in thefollowing way ) O ) " a%GA" a # />A" a?%K @ a%G0 >ii?where I , a , A is as in the inequality ?i@1Proof We now verify the result using the obvious propertiesP) # %K O )( %G # %K O %G( and ) # %G O %G/$ a&G  a # />A" a?%K @ a%G0 O >)" a%G?%K @ a  a>)" a%G?%GO )" a%G @ a  a%G " a   a%GO )" %G !a"  a# a$a %  aO )/We now de5ne K4biinvariant compound Poisson measures on Gelfand pairs< LetG be a locally compact group and K be a compact subgroup of G< Let 0 be a K4biinvariant signed bounded measure on a locally compact group G< We de5ne thecompound Poisson measure e>0? bye>0? O e '"G# !Xn&' 0nnSwhereG by de5nitionG 2' O %K< It is easy to see that if 0 is a positive measureG e>0?is a K4biinvariant probability measure on G< We now prove Theorem T<AUV



Proof  of Theorem ()*+ Observe that if k ! 34 thene k#G+ 6 e k#K 7  *  e k+#G$  iii+Choosing k ! 3 such that a 6 * e k 4 we see by Lemma ()* that e k#G+ is a factorof ') It is will be suAcient to show that e k#G+ !" I 4 the set of all antiBindecomposablemeasures) By hypothesis4 there exist two points x* y " G but x* y !" K such thaty !" KxK) Set z 6 yx ! " G4 so that y 6 zx) By UrysohnIs Theorem4 there existtwo open sets U! and U" such that Ui 6 KUiKfor all i 6 ** J and U! # U" 6 $*x " U!* y " U"*e* z !" U"$DeLne U# 6 K zU!+#U" and V 6 GnU #) Then U# and V are KBbiinvariant opensets such that U! & V and z " V ) It follows thatU# & KzU! & V Vand hence V V 6 G$Let 1 be the restriction of #G to the open set V ) Then since #G is KBbiinvariantand V is KBbiinvariant4 it is easy to see that the measure 1 is KBbiinvariant) Also4 itcan be seen that since #G  1 is a positive measure4 e k1+ is a factor of e k#G+) Wenow claim that 1 ' 1 has a strictly positive density 2V ' 2V ) It is wellBknown thatsince V is an open set4 2V ' 2V is a continuous function) Let x " V V ) Then thereexist v!* v" " V such that x 6 v!v") Since V is a open set and the map g () xg ! iscontinuous4 there exists a neighbourhood W of v" in G such thatxW ! & V$This implies that xw ! " Vfor all w " W ) Thus4 2V ' 2V  x+ 6 RV 2V  xg !+d#G g+* #G V #W +since v" " V #W 4 V #W is a nonBempty open set in G and hence2V ' 2V  x+ ! 3PQ



for all x  V V % Since G + V V , #V ! #V is strictly positive% It is easy to see that#V ! #V is the density of $ ! $% Since #V ! #V is continuous and G is compact, thereexists a constant c & 8, such that #V ! #V 9x: & cfor all x  G% It follows that for any Borel subset E of G,$9E: " c(G9E:and hence for some constant 8 ) b ) >,e9k$:9E: " b(G9E:for all Borel subsets E of G% Using again Lemma B%>, and 9iii: we get thate9k$: + - ! e9k (G: 9iv:for a measure -  PK9G:% We may suppose that 8 ) k ) k% Note that the constantsa1 b1 k1 k can be made arbitrarily small% Since e9k$: is a factor of e9k(G:, in order toprove that e9k(G: has an indecomposable factor, it is suEcient to show that e9k$:has an indecomposable factor%In the last part of the proof we will show that for 8 ) k ) k small enough, themeasure - $ I!% Suppose on the contrary that for any 8 ) k ) k, 3  I!% ByTheorem G%H, the measure - is inInitely divisible and a power of it is embeddable%Now it is easy to see that any power of - also satisIes the equation 9iv:% Thus, byreplacing - by a suitable power of - , we may assume that - is embeddable in a(LKcontinuous convolution semigroup 9-t:t%!, where L is a compact subgroup of Gcontaining K% So 9G1L: is also a compact Gelfand pair% Compact Gelfand pairs arestrong hypergroups 9see N%O%HO of PBHR: and by S%H%>S and S%H%HB of PBHR, we have thefollowing LTevy Khinchine formula for the semigroup 9-t:t%!VW-t9#: + expf&t9aX q9#: X Z 9>& Re9#9x::d99x::gwhere a  R, and q is a nonKnegative KKbiinvariant quadratic form on G, 9 is theLTevy measure 9a positive KKbiinvariant measure on G: and # varies over all of thedual of 9G1L:%On the other hand 9iv: implies that- + e9k$ & k (G::In a similar way as Feldman 9see N%>O of PFeR: one shows that a + 8 and q + 8 andthat if k and k are suEciently small, then the LTevy measure 9 is Inite and 99G: isarbitrarily small% This yield that - + e99: and it follows from 9iv: thatk$ & k (G + 9O\



which is impossible because   -and 0k" ! k #G10U!1 % -&Thus3 ' "# I"3 that is ' is not anti5indecomposable and hence ' is not anti5indecomposable6Remark In the proof of Theorem :6;3 we use the hypothesis that G is a connectedLie group to get the following? 0a1 the double coset space KnG+K has more than twopoints and 0b1 a @nite power of a unit in PK0G1 is embeddable in PK0G16 The @rststatement 0a1 is always true for a connected group as the double coset space KnG+Kis a connected space and the second statement 0b1 is true if 0G,K1 is a symmetricpair6 Thus3 Theorem :6; may also be proved for more general compact Gelfand pairswhich satisfy 0a1 and 0b16Corollary *+, Let 0G,K1 be as in Theorem -./ and ' be a K1biinvariant probabil1ity measure on G. Suppose ' is an absolutely continuous measure with everywherepositive continuous density. Then ' is not anti1indecomposable.Proof Suppose ' has a everywhere positive density3 say f 3 then it is easy to seethat for some a / -3 f0x1 / afor all x # G6 This implies that '0E1 / a#G0E1for all Borel subsets E of G6 Now the corrollary is immediate from Theorem :6;6Corollary *+/ Let 0G,K1 be a Gelfand pair with G a compact connected Lie groupand K a compact subgroup of G. Let 0"t1t#" be the heat semigroup generated by theLaplace1Beltrami operator F for the Riemannian homogeneous manifold G+K. Then"t "# I" for all t / -. In particular the measures 0"t1t#" have non1Gaussian factors@that is@ Cramer theorem does not hold for 0"t1t#".Proof We use the fact that the measures 0"t1t / - are K5invariant and that theyhave everywhere positive smooth densities 0see Theorem H6I6; of JDaL16The following is easily deduced from Corollary :6I6Corollary *+0 Let G+K be a Riemannian symmetric space of compact type. Thenthe Gaussian measures on G+K BdeCned as belonging to the heat semigroupD haveindecomposable factors and do not satisfy the Cramer Theorem.NO



 ! Central limit theorems of Lindeberg3Feller typeCentral limit theorems for a triangular arrays of measures converging to a Gaussianmeasure are known on Euclidean spaces8 locally compact abelian groups and sym:metric spaces; Gaussian meaures on a Gelfand pair were introduced by Heyer =see>He?@A by using the generalized Laplacians8 introduced by DuEo >Du@;In order to discuss the central limit problem on Gelfand pairs8 we must introducea notion of dispersion D of a mesure !  PK=GA8 having the propertiesGDGPK=GA" >H##@D=! $ !!A I D! JD!! =iAand D! I Z Qd!for a continuous K:biinvariant function Q;A natural candidate for the function Q is a positive*quadratic form on =G#KAdeLned acccording to Faraut:Harzallah >FH@ as a real continuous symmetric K:biinvariant function verifyingZK Q=xkyAdk J ZK Q=xky  Adk I N=Q=xA JQ=yAA =iiAfor all x# y  G;The property =iiA is equivalent to =iA when at least one of the measures ! 8 !!is symmetric; It is then natural to seek for a Gaussian central limit theorem for atriangular array of symmetric measures;In >G?@ such a theorem was proved on non:compact Riemannian symmetric spaceswith dispersion deLned using functions Q verifying the conditionZK Q=xkyAdk I Q=xA JQ=yAfor all x# y  G;It is easy to see that Qs I QJ RQdeLnes a quadratic form and that a similar central limit theorem with dispersionDs=!A I Z Qsd!holds for symmetric K:invariant measures on non:compact symmetric spaces G+K;Moreover8 we can show that the suTcient technical condition in >G?@ is also nec:essary; UV
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